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Pupils learn more about aids to buyers. Children's urge to
collect may be used to motivate a study of safeguards available
to the consumer. Labels and actual containers of many com-
mercial products can be collected, and the actual differences
in quality compared between widely advertised articles and
those not so well known as to guarantees and quantities per
stated prices. For example, labels from clothing, sheets, pil-
lowcases, and other household articles can be collected and
analyzed for the help they give the consumer.
The major goal to be sought through label studies is a
knowledge of aids to buying which the government and pri-
vate agencies give the consumer. Noteworthy among such
agencies are the department stores in the larger cities. These
realize that an informed buying public is likely to make more
satisfactory purchases, and they use extensively exhibits, hand-
bills, and other devices to inform their patrons of values in
goods.
Upper elementary pupils like to keep a scrapbook of their
collections of labels containing comparisons between descrip-
tive advertising of commodities and other helps offered the
consumer. Through guided study they may learn that good
advertising is justified in that it keeps us up to date on goods
available in the markets, and guides us in making our judg-
ments. In comparing advertisements pupils come to see that
good advertising states the actual values of and uses for the
article or service, and its specific qualities.
Frequently pupils' parents have become interested in their
study of consumer information and practices, and have lent
the school display materials from their businesses for study.
Stores also cooperate with the school in lending readymade
clothing outfits, accessories, and other commodities for study.
A sixth grade develops standards for buying. A sixth grade
unit of experience shows how one class developed standards
for buying canned goods.
The pupils collected cans as they were emptied at home, kept
the labels intact, and brought cans and labels to class where they

